Lauren P.
Score: 167 (94th Percentile)
Attending: University of Chicago, Full Scholarship (Zubrow Scholar)
My diagnostic score was a 158. After working with Jonathan over Skype for 6 months on a weekly basis,
I took the September test and scored a 167. After multiple scholarship offers in the T14, I accepted a full
ride at the University of Chicago. None of this would have been feasible working on my own. I know this,
because I tried it, and had to cancel my initial administration for lack of success with self-preparation. I
decided to actually invest my time and resources in getting the best score I could, and found Jonathan
after researching the best private LSAT tutors on forums and reviews. I think I will forever consider my
tutoring with Jonathan the best investment I ever made. The money I put down on tutoring came back
many times over in scholarship offers at my target schools, and I couldn’t have done it alone.
Jonathan’s approach to tutoring was clear, planful, and incredibly thorough, while still remaining flexible to
work with my newly emerging strengths and weaknesses. He is excellent at explaining things in more
than one way, which is a skill that not all teachers have, and a skill I found incredibly valuable for all
things logic. I always received assignments at the end of each session, and he was always available for
follow-up questions during the week if I needed clarity. I was working full-time while receiving tutoring,
and fitting in sessions around my schedule was a breeze.
Not only were the mechanics of the process all excellent, but Jonathan is an approachable, brilliant mind
who is a clear asset to any law school admissions process. After taking the LSAT I took a few weeks off
to get my score, then regrouped with Jonathan for a few final sessions of admissions counseling. This
proved to be incredibly helpful in demystifying the law school admissions process, and getting a lot of
questions answered that it’s simply hard to find an answer for on the internet.
In short: Hire Jonathan. Then do everything he tells you. It will be one of the best investments of time and
money you ever make.

